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Abstract

Sea-ice ridges constitute a large fraction of the ice volume in the Arctic Ocean, yet we know little about the evolution of these ice masses. Here we examine the thermal and morphological evolution of an Arctic first-year sea-ice ridge, from its formation to advanced melt. Initially the mean keel depth was 5.6 m and mean sail height was 0.7 m. The initial rubble macroporosity (fraction of seawater filled voids) was estimated at 29% from ice drilling and 43–46% from buoy temperature. From January until mid-April, the ridge consolidated slowly by heat loss to the atmosphere and the total consolidated layer growth during this phase was 0.7 m. From mid-April to mid-June, there was a sudden increase of ridge consolidation rate despite no increase in conductive heat flux. We surmise this change was related to decreased macroporosity due to transport of snow-slush to the ridge keel rubble via adjacent open leads. In this period, the mean thickness of the consolidated layer increased by 2.1 m. At the peak of melt in June–July we suggest that the consolidation was related to the refreezing of surface snow and ice meltwater and of ridge keel meltwater (the latter only about 15% of total consolidation). We used the morphology parameters of the ridge to calculate its hydrostatic equilibrium and obtained a more accurate estimate of the actual consolidation of the keel, correcting from 2.2 m to 2.8 m for average keel consolidation. This approach also allowed us to estimate that the average keel melt of 0.3 m, in June–July, was accompanied by a decrease in ridge draft of 0.9 m. An ice mass balance buoy in the ridge indicated total consolidation of 2.8 m, of which 2.1 m was related to the rapid mode of consolidation from April to June. By mid-June, consolidation resulted in a drastic decrease of the macroporosity of the interior of keel while the flanks had little or no change in macroporosity. These results are important to understanding the role of ridge keels as meltwater sources and sinks and as sanctuary for ice-associated organisms in Arctic pack ice.

Introduction

According to the definition of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO, 2014), an ice ridge is a line or wall of broken ice that is forced up by pressure. Ridges consist of a sail above, and a keel below the water level. The keel initially consists of rubble, randomly packed ice blocks separated by water-filled voids, described by the ridge macroporosity (fraction of rubble consisting of water-filled voids). Due to cooling from the atmosphere, the keels consolidate by freezing of these voids, largely proceeding vertically downwards and forming the consolidated layer (Leppäranta et al., 1995). The fully frozen part of the ridge defined by zero macroporosity is called the consolidated layer, and is usually characterized by temperatures below freezing point of seawater during freezing period. Ice ridges are also key features in climate studies as they constitute a significant and increasing fraction of the ice volume (Rothrock, 2005), typically around 40% (Hansen et al., 2014), and because they melt differently from level ice (Perovich et al., 2003; Amundrud et al., 2004). Moreover, sail heights are key to estimate atmospheric form drag, driving the momentum balance of sea ice (Tsamados et al., 2014). Sea-ice ridges, especially first-year ridges with large macroporosity, are also important for the ice-associated (sympagic) communities, having been identified as potential ecological hotspots and proposed to serve as refugia of ice-associated organisms (Hop and Pavlova, 2008; Lange et al., 2017; Fernández-Méndez et al., 2018). Ridges have been proposed to serve as both a refuge and feeding ground for ice-associated
organisms, with shifting sea-ice habitats and continued disappearance of summer sea ice (Gradinger et al., 2010). While new generations of satellites are able to map the surface topography with unprecedented resolution, capable to detecting the dimensions of ridge sails (Duncan and Farrell, 2022; Ricker et al., 2023), sea-ice ridges remain among the most under-sampled and least studied features of the Arctic sea-ice pack.

Sea-ice ridges can be formed from new, young, first-year, second-year, or multiyear level ice or a combination. Ridges are usually made from relatively thin ice (Tucker et al., 1984), which breaks as the weakest point during deformation events. This understanding was supported by the numerical simulation from Hopkins et al. (1991), showing a strong effect of block thickness on the energy required for ridging. Ridges themselves can also be first-year, second-year, or multiyear depending on how many seasons they survive. First-year ice ridges are usually porous (high macroporosity, meaning high fraction of seawater-filled voids), while multiyear ice ridges can be completely consolidated (Kovacs, 1983). Ridge keels are usually 3–5 times larger than ridge sails (Timco and Burden, 1997). The ridge macroporosity is usually estimated using mechanical ice drilling as the volumetric fraction of voids (Leppäranta and Hakala, 1992). Leppäranta et al. (1995) measured rubble macroporosity of 29–32% for a ridge in the Bothnian Bay (Baltic Sea), Kankaanpää (1997) summarized the results from multiple ridges in the northern Baltic Sea and found a keel macroporosity of about 30–35% on average. Høyland (2007) reported an average rubble macroporosity of 37% for the Barents Sea from 2002–2005, and Kharitonov (2008) found an average keel macroporosity of 12–28% increasing with depth using the thermal drilling method. Leppäranta et al. (1995) investigated a first-year ice ridge in a relatively fresh (2–3 salinity) part of the Baltic Sea from February to April, showing consolidation only during the winter season, with an average keel melt of 0.94 m in spring. Shestov et al. (2018) observed ridge consolidation in spring and melt in summer during the N-ICE2015 expedition (Granskog et al., 2018) in the pack ice north of Svalbard. Consolidated layer thickness increased by 0.5 m over 22 days from May 5 to May 27, while the average ocean heat flux was 4 W m⁻² (Peterson et al., 2017). During June 10–19, the average ocean heat flux was 63 W m⁻² (Peterson et al., 2017), and the consolidated layer melted by 1.5 m (Shestov et al., 2018).

Marchenko (2022) examined ridges in the Barents Sea in late April 2017–2019, when all the investigated ridges were already fully consolidated, and formulated a mathematical model of ridge thermodynamics to investigate the influence of keel meltwater on the consolidation of ice rubble. The model assumes that the meltwater contributing to the ridge consolidation only comes from keel melt. That model predicts full consolidation of a ridge with an initial macroporosity of 30%, keel draft of 10 m, an initial consolidated layer of 2.0 m, and ocean heat flux of 20 W m⁻² after 431 days. The initial ridge observations during the Multidisciplinary drifting Observatory for the Study of Arctic Climate (MOSAiC) expedition indicate that the consolidation of the ridge keels in summer took place much more rapidly, suggesting that there must be other processes that result in more rapid ridge keel rubble consolidation. Lange et al. (in press) showed a substantial contribution (6–11%) of snow to the mass increase of the first-year ice ridges in summer, using analysis of oxygen isotope composition of ice cores from ridges. Their results indicate that snow melt contributes significantly to ridge consolidation in summer.

Here we used rare seasonal in situ data to follow the evolution of a first-year sea-ice ridge from its initial stages to advanced summer melt, using observations carried out during the MOSAiC expedition in the central Arctic. We observed several mechanisms of ridge consolidation, linked to thermodynamic growth in winter, snow-slush transfer to ridge keels during dynamic events and meltwater refreezing during the summer melt period.

**Material and methods**

**Expedition**

Nicolaus et al. (2022) present an overview of snow and ice work during the MOSAiC expedition, which took place in 2019–2020 to better understand the coupled Arctic ice, ocean, and atmosphere system and the sea-ice mass and energy budget over a full season. The MOSAiC study area consisted of two regions of cascading size: the smaller approximately 3 km by 4 km large Central Observatory; and the surrounding Distributed Network, which consisted of remote sites in a 40 km radius around the Central
Observatory. In brief, in September 2019, the icebreaker Polarstern (Knust, 2017) traveled through the northern Laptev Sea and moored itself inside the ice pack on October 4, 2019. Thereafter the Central Observatory was established, including the installation of ice drilling and coring sites and deployment of ice mass balance buoys (IMBs). This observatory drifted for 10 months across the central Arctic, following the Transpolar Drift, until it reached the ice edge in Fram Strait and broke apart on July 31, 2020. Due to several sea-ice deformation events, the Central Observatory was continuously redesigned, most notably between May and June 2020. Its area decreased to 0.9 km² by July 2020. The sea ice of the Central Observatory around Polarstern was formed in a polynya north of the New Siberian Islands in December 2018 (Krumpen et al., 2020). The residual ice eventually became SYI, that was formed in December 2018 (or sometime during the following winter) and remained at the start of the drift. It had a modal thickness of 0.37 m on September 25, 2019, based on a series of in situ measurements conducted within the Distributed Network. The Central Observatory reached the marginal ice zone in May–July 2020 (Lei et al., 2022).

The air temperatures remained generally colder than –20°C, broadly defining the winter season from the end of November 2019 to mid-April 2020. In mid-April, a transition to air temperatures warmer than –20°C occurred abruptly, coincident with a southerly warm air intrusion event during April 15–21, 2020, when air temperatures rose to –2°C (Rinke et al., 2021). This abrupt shift signified the spring transition season and the progression towards melt. In late May, as the sea ice reached consistent surface melt, the near-surface air temperature was constrained by the melting snow and ice to a narrow range within a couple of degrees of 0°C (Shupe et al., 2022).

During MOSAiC, the upper ocean was at or colder than the salinity-given freezing temperature until early April (Katlein et al., 2020), and the mixed layer deepened through winter (January to March) likely through sea-ice growth and brine exclusion. However there were also large regional contrasts in the upper ocean salinity during the drift (Rabe et al., 2022). A major change occurred in the turn of March to April, when the mixed layer depth and salinity increased (and temperature decreased). This change was related to the ice floe drifting out of the Transpolar Drift into a regime of Atlantic inflow with higher salinity and less stratification (Rabe et al., 2022).

In the middle of May, the air temperatures reached the freezing point of seawater. Lei et al. (2022) reported ocean heat fluxes of 2.8 ± 1.1 W m⁻² from December to April, and 10.0 ± 2.6 W m⁻² by mid-June using SIMBA data, while Salganik et al. (2023) estimated an ocean heat flux increase from 16 to 44 W m⁻² from July 9 to July 29 using level ice temperatures and bottom melt rates in the Central Observatory. The corresponding bottom melt of FYI was estimated at 0.28 m by July 29.

**Ridge drilling**

In this study, we focus primarily on the evolution of ‘Alli’s Ridge’. Ice dynamics during December 7–15 led to the formation of a lead 30–100 m wide inside the SYI of the Central Observatory. This lead refroze after mid-December. Alli’s Ridge formed January 4–5, 2020, at the edge of this lead. The southern flank of Alli’s Ridge was built mainly of blocks of the thin lead ice, while the northern flank contained thicker SYI. The ice blocks were 0.2–0.4 m and 0.9–1.0 m thick on the lead and SYI side, respectively. Alli’s Ridge was about 400 m long and connected into a system of ridges in the Central Observatory (Figure 1a). At the time of formation, its crest was rising in places about 3 m over the surrounding level ice. During snowfalls in January and February 2020 substantial amounts of snow accumulated on both flanks of the ridge.

We investigated ridge morphology using a 2-inch diameter ice drilling auger (Kovacs Enterprise, USA). Ice drilling was organized along three drilling transects perpendicular to the ridge crest orientation, located 10 m away from each other. Each transect contained 8–11 drilling locations with measurements of ice draft, freeboard, depth of ridge voids, and snow thickness at a horizontal spacing of 2.5 or 5 m (Figure 1b). The ridge was visited twice during the winter season (January 17 and February 6) and three times during the summer season (July 9, 15, and 26). During the winter season, 8 vertical drilling profiles were made along the middle transect. During the summer season, 10 vertical drilling profiles were made at the West transect, 10 profiles were made along the middle transect, and 11 profiles were made along the East transect (Figure S1). Snow depth along drilling transects was measured manually with a Magnaprobe, an automated snow depth probe (Itkin et al., 2023).
Figure 1. Location of Alli’s Ridge, ice mass balance buoys, and drilling transects in MOSAiC Central Observatory. (a) Location of SIMBA ice mass balance buoys 2020T61 (T61, blue dot), 2019T66 (T66, purple dot) and Polarstern (PS, red dot) within the Central Observatory outline (blue line). The background is the satellite image of the ice floe on July 1 from Planet Labs. The polar histogram shows the frequency of ice drift direction in relation to the displayed ice floe orientation, with prevailing drift in the South direction (174°; Schmithüsen, 2021). (b) Location of ice drilling at Alli’s Ridge with a contour plot of the keel depth (combined drilling data from winter and summer).

Ice mass balance buoys

To study the temporal evolution of thickness and temperature of the ridge and level ice, we used temperature measurements from ice mass balance buoys. Two types of IMBs were used including Snow Ice Mass Balance Array (SIMBA, SAMS Enterprise Ltd, UK) and Digital Thermistor Chain (DTC, Brunic d.o.o., Croatia). SIMBAs have a chain with sensor spacing of 2 cm, and provide temperature readings every 6 hours with accuracy of 0.1°C. Daily cycles of internal heating of 30 s and 120 s allow to identify the location of snow-ice and ice-water interfaces from SIMBA data with high precision (Jackson et al., 2013). DTC also has a sensor spacing of 2 cm, with the sensors providing in situ temperature and temperature after a cycle of internal heating of 20 s every 6 h with accuracy of 0.25°C. Lei et al. (2022) presented an overview of the SIMBA buoys deployed in the MOSAiC Distributed Network, which included those used in this study for level ice analysis within the MOSAiC Central Observatory: SIMBA 2019T56 (T56) and 2019T62 (T62) installed in level SYI and SIMBA 2019T66 (T66) installed in level FYI in October 2019.

Two IMBs, SIMBA 2020T61 (T61) and DTC 26 (DTC26), were installed on the southern flank of Alli’s Ridge in the blocks formed from the refrozen lead (Figure S2). On February 5, T61 was installed close to the ridge crest, while DTC26 was installed close to the remaining level ice in the refrozen lead (Figure 1). The length of T61 chain was 5.0 m (did not reach ridge keel bottom), while DTC26 was 7.36 m long. At installation, the consolidated layer thickness was 1.0 m and 2.0 m, while keel depth was 6.5 m and 5.2 m at the T61 and DTC26 sites, respectively. Snow depth was 7–8 cm at the T61 site and 1 cm at the DTC26 site at time of deployment.

Sea-ice thermodynamics

The estimate of the conductive heat flux $q_c$ is based on the vertical temperature gradient above the ice-water interface and measurements of ice salinity and density, defining its thermal conductivity. It was calculated from IMB temperature measurements as:

$$q_c = -k_{si} \frac{\partial T_i}{\partial z_i},$$

where $k_{si}$ is the thermal conductivity of sea ice, and $\partial T_i/\partial z_i$ is the vertical temperature gradient.

Latent heat flux of solidification was estimated from the evolution of ice-water interface height as

$$q_l = \rho_{si} L_{si} \eta \frac{dh_{si}}{dt},$$

where $\rho_{si}$ is the density of sea ice, $L_{si}$ is the latent heat of fusion of sea ice, $\eta$ is the porosity of sea ice, and $dh_{si}/dt$ is the rate of change of ice-water interface height.
where $\rho_{si}$ is the density of sea ice, $L_{si}$ is the specific latent heat of sea ice, $\eta$ is the ridge macroporosity, $h_{si}$ is the sea-ice thickness, and $t$ is the time. The in situ sea-ice density and latent heat were calculated from the relative brine and gas volume of the sea ice, estimated from the measured ice salinity, temperature and density using Cox and Weeks (1983) for cold ice and Leppäranta and Manninen (1988) for ice warmer than −2 °C (Figure 2a). Sea-ice thermal conductivity was estimated using Notz (2005). The ridge macroporosity was calculated from the results of ice drilling as the fraction of voids within ridge rubble following Leppäranta and Hakala (1992). The location of the ice-water interface was estimated using in situ temperatures (Salganik et al., 2021) and heating temperatures (Jackson et al., 2013) from IMBs.

The ice cores for temperature, salinity and density measurements were extracted with a 7.25-cm (Mark III) internal diameter ice corer (Kovacs Enterprise, US). Ice temperature was measured in situ using a Testo 720 thermometer in drill holes with a length of half-core-diameter at 10-cm vertical resolution. Ice density was measured using the hydrostatic weighing method (Pustogvar and Kulyakhtin, 2016) with 5 cm vertical resolution from a separate core in the freezer laboratory onboard Polarstern. Ice bulk salinity was measured from melted sections of a density core using a YSI 30 conductivity meter (the conductivity is converted to salinity and reported on the Practical Salinity Scale 1978, PSS-78, which is dimensionless).

Figure 2. Ice physical parameters and temperatures for Alli’s Ridge. (a) Measured sea-ice salinity, (b) estimated relative gas fraction and (c) estimated sea-ice density from in situ measurements of ice salinity from ice coring from July 15 and temperature and from ice mass balance buoy DTC26, and measurements of sea-ice density for laboratory temperature of −15°C for the Eastern transect at x = 5.5 m. Vertical ridge temperature profiles from ice mass balance buoys (d) T61 and (e) DTC26 for various dates. Blue-shaded and grey-shaded areas represent atmospheric and snow-slush modes, respectively, of the ridge consolidation.

The estimate of the oceanic heat flux $q_{ow}$ is the difference between the conductive flux inside the ice and the latent flux at the interface. For unconsolidated rubble in a ridge, the conductive heat flux is zero and the latent heat flux is estimated from the change of the keel depth from IMBs. For Alli’s Ridge, the ocean heat flux was estimated for DTC26 only, because T61 did not reach the keel bottom. We also estimated the ocean heat flux from IMBs, including T66 installed in level first-year ice (FYI), T56 and T62 in level second-year ice (SYI), and T60 in Fort Ridge, another ice ridge in the Central Observatory.

We estimated snow depth $h_{sn}$ from DTC26 heating measurements (Jackson et al., 2013). Assuming equal conductive fluxes defined by Equation 1 in snow and sea ice at the snow-ice interface, we estimated the value of snow thermal conductivity $k_{sn}$. For both IMBs, we also estimated snow depth from the heat balance using air ambient temperature $T_a$, snow-ice interface temperature $T_{si}$, and the conductive heat flux at the ice surface as:

$$h_{sn} = \frac{k_{sn} \left( \min (T_a, 0) - T_{si} \right)}{k_{si} \partial T_i / \partial z_i}$$

(3)
The assumption of equal heat fluxes within ice surface and snow cover is valid only over a substantial time period, as it involves time lag related to sensible heat of snow. To deal with this limitation, we used time-averaging for the estimates of snow depth.

We assumed that snow melt, detected as a decrease of snow depth, and melt of the keel can provide low-saline slush and meltwater for ridge consolidation. We used this assumption to estimate the corresponding latent heat fluxes from the refreezing in the water-filled ridge rubble voids. Based on the snow depth $h_{sn}$, estimated from IMBs, we calculated the snow refreezing heat flux $q_{sn}$ for ridge as:

$$q_{sn} = \frac{1}{\eta} L_{si} \rho_{sn} \frac{dh_{sn}}{dt}$$

where $\rho_{sn}$ is the snow density, estimated from the heat flux balance at the snow-ice interface as 350 kg m$^{-3}$. Based on the keel depth $h_{k}$, estimated from DTC26, we calculated the keel meltwater refreezing heat flux $q_{k}$ for the ice ridge as:

$$q_{k} = \frac{1}{\eta} L_{si} \rho_{si} \frac{dh_{k}}{dt}$$

Both refreezing heat fluxes for snow $q_{sn}$ and keel $q_{k}$ were estimated assuming one-dimensional transfer, excluding horizontal transfer of meltwater with corresponding meltwater redistribution.

**Ridge hydrostatic equilibrium**

Many sensors and techniques used to determine sea-ice mass balance measure ice draft and freeboard relative to the water level. Such data do not allow to distinguish between surface and bottom growth and melt. This limitation is valid for airborne (ALS) and terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), remotely operated underwater vehicles (ROV) equipped with sonar, ground-based (GEM) or airborne electromagnetic-induction (AEM) soundings. On the other hand, some measuring devices including IMB buoys and ablation stakes (Perovich et al., 2003) can distinguish between surface and bottom melt.

In this study, we combined both types of ridge measurements from drilling and IMBs to calculate a hydrostatic balance of the ridge. This approach allows to distinguish ridge sail and keel melt which allows relating these processes to atmospheric and oceanographic measurements. Due to the multi-layered structure of ice ridges, calculating such equilibrium requires a number of measurements and assumptions, and aims to estimate the position of the waterline $z_w$ relative to the frame of reference fixed to the sea ice. For each time interval, we assumed that gravity and buoyancy forces acting on the ice ridge are balanced. The gravity force includes the weight from snow, sail, consolidated layer, and unconsolidated rubble. We assumed that sail and rubble have a constant macroporosity equal to the average initial rubble macroporosity $\eta$, measured by ice drilling in winter. We estimated sea-ice density for the sail ($\rho_{s,i,s}$), consolidated layer ($\rho_{s,i,c}$) and keel ($\rho_{s,i,k}$) based on laboratory measurements of sea-ice density and salinity and temperature measurements from IMBs as 855, 890, and 900 kg m$^{-3}$, respectively (Figure 2a). The sail melt $\Delta h_s = h_s(t_0) - z_w$ and snow depth $h_{sn}$ were estimated using continuous temperature measurements from IMBs. The initial and final draft of the consolidated layer $h_c$ was assumed to be equal to the average values from ice drilling in winter and summer. The unknown keel melt $\Delta h_k$ was assumed to be proportional to the estimates of the ocean heat flux from buoys installed in level ice. The total buoyancy force includes forces from the immersed consolidated layers and rubble. The result of hydrostatic balance gives a position of waterline $z_w$ at any time relative to its initial position at the interface of the sail and the consolidated layer:

$$h_{sn}\rho_{sn} + h_s(1-\eta)\rho_{s,i,s} + h_c\rho_{s,i,c} + (h_k - h_c)(1-\eta)\rho_{s,i,r} = h_c\rho_w + (h_k - h_c)(1-\eta)\rho_w$$

where $\rho_{sn}$ is the snow density assumed at 350 kg m$^{-3}$, and $\rho_w$ is the seawater density assumed at 1020 kg m$^{-3}$.

This balance has three unknown parameters: the waterline position in relation to the initial position $z_w(t)$, the total keel melt $\Delta h_k(t_{end})$ and the total growth of the consolidated layer $\Delta h_c(t_{end})$. It can be solved by using measurements of the final thickness of the consolidated layer $h_c$ and the ridge keel $h_k$ relative to the final waterline position as:
\[ h_c(t_{\text{end}}) = h_c(t_0) + \Delta h_c(t_{\text{end}}) + z_w(t_{\text{end}}), \]
\[ h_k(t_{\text{end}}) = h_k(t_0) + \Delta h_k(t_{\text{end}}) + z_w(t_{\text{end}}), \]

where \( h_{c,0} \) and \( h_{k,0} \) are the initial thicknesses of the consolidated layer and ridge keel.

**Results and discussion**

In the first part of this section, we present the temporal evolution of the ridge morphology, including the changes in snow depth, sail height, keel draft and consolidated layer thickness, and estimates of ridge macroporosity. We also show observations of the ridge temperatures from ice mass balance buoys, which allowed us to study spatial variability and temporal evolution of ridge consolidation. In the second part, we present results of full-year hydrostatic equilibrium balance and its implications on observations of ice melt, allowing to distinguish keel melt and consolidated layer growth from the corresponding changes in draft. In the third part, we present an analysis of ridge thermodynamics by comparing heat fluxes within the ice ridge and fluxes of the main potential contributors to the rapid consolidation of the ridge. We also present estimates of snow, sail, and keel melt to examine which mechanism was responsible for observed stages of consolidation. Finally, we discuss potential mechanisms behind the observed ridge keel consolidation.

**Ridge morphology**

Here we describe the seasonal evolution of the ridge morphology including keel depth, consolidated layer thickness and macroporosity. We focus on the middle transect across Alli’s Ridge with two IMBs and drilling both in winter (January–February) and summer (July). During the winter season, the keel depth along the middle transect ranged from 4.3 m to 7.2 m with a mean value of 5.6 ± 0.8 m (Figure 3a); during the summer season, it ranged from 2.2 m to 5.8 m with a mean value of 4.7 ± 1.0 m. In winter, the consolidated layer thickness was 0.5–2.8 m with a mean value of 1.7 ± 0.6 m and in summer, 2.2–5.6 m with a mean value of 3.9 ± 1.1 m. During January–July the fraction of consolidation \((h_c/h_k)\) increased from 32 ± 16% to 84 ± 21%. In summer, the central part of the ridge had a significantly thicker consolidated layer (4.8 ± 0.6 m) than the ridge flanks (3.1 ± 1.0 m), despite being less consolidated in winter. The two IMBs showed different results. The consolidated layer thickness increased at the T61 site from 1.1 m in February to 3.9 m in late July, while at the DTC26 site it only increased from 2.0 m to 2.5 m and then melted to 2.2 m during the same time period. The consolidated layer thickness was 0.7–1.0 m at the T61 location and 2.0 m at the DTC26 location measured from drilling on February 5–17. In the summer season, only 8 of the 25 ridge drilling vertical profiles were not fully consolidated. All unconsolidated ridge profiles were located at the ridge flanks, while fully consolidated profiles were in the middle parts of the ridge with a relatively horizontal keel.

![Figure 3. Ridge morphology and temperature evolution.](image)

(a) Height of the sail surface, depth of the consolidated layer (CL), and keel for winter and summer season across Alli’s Ridge. Contour plots of temperatures from the two ice mass balance buoys (b) T61 and (c) DTC26, with sail and consolidated layer depth (black lines) estimated from temperatures and consolidated layer thickness (blue dashed...)
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line) estimated from the vertical conductive heat flux using Equations (1) and (2).

The initial macroporosity of the keel rubble, estimated from the balance of conductive and latent heat fluxes using Equations (1) and (2), was 43% for T61 and 46% for DTC26. The average rubble macroporosity for the middle transect, from drillings in January–February, was 29 ± 15%, while the total keel macroporosity (including the consolidated layer) was 22 ± 8%. Hoyland (2002) also observed higher values of the consolidated layer depth and lower macroporosity from ridge drilling than from temperature measurements. In July, the total ridge macroporosity reduced to 2 ± 4% for the middle transect and 3 ± 4% for all three transects with a maximum value of 14%, which was located at a ridge flank (see Figure S3).

Sources of under-ice slush
Snow plays an important role in sea-ice thermodynamics by insulating it from the atmosphere and providing a source of snow-slush and meltwater. During winter, snow-slush is typically formed through the flooding of the ice surface. Snow depth was measured manually along transects in the Central Observatory (Nicolaus et al., 2022); by the beginning of April, level ice had accumulated 0.14 m of snow, while large ridges accumulated 0.63 m (Itkin et al., 2023). For level FYI and SYI, Salganik et al. (2023) reported maximum snow depth of 0.21 m and 0.19 m at the corresponding coring sites, respectively. We estimated the temporal evolution of snow depth above Ali’s Ridge from February to July using in-situ and heated temperature measurements from DTC26. From the end of February until the end of May, snow depth at DTC26 was 0.56 to 0.62 m, after which it gradually decreased to 0.4 m by mid-June and 0.1 m by end of June. In July, there was only a surface scattering layer left with a thickness of 0.09 to 0.22 m (Figure 4b). The snow depth estimated from T61 temperature measurements increased from February until mid-April to 0.9 m, after which it started to decrease, reaching 0.6 m by mid-May (Figure 4a). During March–April, the estimate of snow thermal conductivity from heat balance at the snow–ice interface was increasing from 0.3 to 0.5 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹. For estimates of snow depth at the T61 site, we used a constant value for snow thermal conductivity of 0.4 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹ to fit the observations of estimated and measured snow depth for the DTC26 site before the warm air intrusion on 15–21 April. This value of thermal conductivity corresponds with a snow density of 350 kg m⁻³ (Calonne et al., 2011). Macfarlane et al. (2021) manually measured bulk snow density above level FYI on April 16 as 300 kg m⁻³, while 0.87 m thick snow above Fort Ridge on February 21 had an average density of 360 kg m⁻³. The snow depth was also measured manually across the middle transect using a Magnaprobe from January to July. Snow depth at the DTC26 site was representative for the whole middle transect, increasing from 0.02 m in January to 0.5 m in February and April, and then decreasing to 0.24 m in June and to 0.04–0.15 m in July (Figure 4b). At T61, snow depth was substantially higher with 0.98 m in April and 0.44 m in June (Figure 4a). For a ridge macroporosity of 29% and a snow density of 350 kg m⁻³, the corresponding consolidated layer thickness equivalent of snow water equivalent would be about 0.6–1.2 m.

Figure 4. Snow depth estimates from the two ice mass balance buoys T61 and DTC26. (a) Snow depth for T61 was estimated only from interface temperatures (grey line) due to insufficient thermistor
string length. (b) Snow depth for DTC26 was estimated from the temperature profile (black line) by locating the depth with the largest temperature gradient change and from air-snow, snow-ice, and ice-water interface temperatures (grey line). Snow depth estimates from interface temperatures were smoothed using a running average filter with 15-day window. Grey-shaded areas represent the period of rapid ridge consolidation.

**Figure 4** also shows the manual snow depth measurements using the Magnaprobe. While these data are very accurate, they were limited by the site accessibility and have substantial observational gaps, including the time of rapid ridge consolidation. The temperature profiles of the snowpack determined from IMBs also provide accurate estimates of the temporal evolution of snow depth, but are limited to the buoy location. The estimates from DTC26 temperature profiles agree well with the Magnaprobe values of snow depth around the buoy. Magnaprobe snow depth measurements across the ridge drilling transect also show that the DTC26 site was representative for Alli’s Ridge. The estimates of snow depth from IMB interface temperatures, applied to both DTC26 and T61, are less accurate, as they require knowledge of snow thermal conductivity and temporal averaging to compensate effects of thermal inertia of snowpack. Nevertheless, we provide estimates from all available methods to provide best estimates of temporal evolution of snow depth at different ridge locations.

To validate our estimates of snowmelt evolution, we compared them with similar observations on level ice sites. Using IMBs installed at level FYI and SYI coring sites, we identified snowmelt onset on May 3–9, 2020. Snow completely melted at level FYI and SYI coring sites between May 28 and June 2, while there was still a substantial layer of surface scattering layer of 4–8 cm in June and July (Salganik et al., 2023). We first observed melt ponds in satellite imagery on May 28 (Webster et al., 2022) and at IMBs installed in level ice on May 27. These observations agree with our estimates of snow depth evolution for ridges, indicating intensive snow melt in May.

The warming event from April 15 to 21 (Rinke et al., 2021) substantially affected thermal characteristics of snow by decreasing its thermal resistance. Meanwhile, based on DTC temperature and heated temperature measurements, the snow depth before and after that event remained unchanged. Clemens-Sewall et al. (2023) estimated the average snow loss to leads as only 0.01 m of the snow water equivalent during the warming event.

Wagner et al. (2022) showed that during MOSAiC there was a linear increase of cumulative snowfall from October 2019 until May 2020, while the snow water equivalent along transects did not increase at the same rate (Itkin et al., 2023), indicating a substantial loss of snow in ridge sails, and frozen and open leads. Meanwhile, Déry and Tremblay (2004) estimated 80% efficiency of open leads in trapping blowing snow. In this section we showed that there was enough snow above the ridge to support a substantial snow contribution to the rapid ridge consolidation, which occurred in April–June when most of the snow was removed from the sea ice.

**Ridge hydrostatic equilibrium**

Repeated ice drilling, the most common way to measure the ice thickness change, does not allow to distinguish between surface and bottom ice melt. The location of ridge freeboard depends on sail and keel melt, consolidation, and snow thickness. Generally, consolidation has the largest contribution to the ridge surface uplift. The ridge and surrounding level ice may bend resisting the hydrostatic equilibrium due to the higher ice volume increase of level ice during the winter season.

Based on ice drilling along the middle transect of Alli’s Ridge, the decrease of keel draft from January and February to July was in the range of 0.8 to 1.6 m, with an average value of 0.9 ± 0.8 m for the 3 sites visited during both seasons. At the T61 site, the keel draft decreased by 1.2 m, while the sail height only decreased from between 0.70 m and 0.73 m to 0.65 m. For the 4 sites visited during both seasons, the average ridge sail height decreased from 0.7 ± 0.4 m in winter to 0.5 ± 0.4 m in summer.

The measurements from IMBs can identify the sail and keel melt directly. Sail melt at the end of July was 0.52 m at the DTC26 site and 0.66 m at the T61 site. The initial sail height was 0.2 m for the DTC26 and 0.7 m for the T61 sites. The representative cross-section of Alli’s Ridge, with sail height of 0.7 m, consolidated layer thickness of 1.7 m, and keel depth of 5.6 m during winter and sail height of 0.6 m, consolidated layer thickness of 3.9 m, and keel depth of 4.7 m during summer, were both in hydrostatic
equilibrium. Here we also assume that the macroporosities of the sail and keel are equal to the average rubble macroporosity of 29%, measured by ice drilling.

We estimated the contribution to the ridge draft evolution from snow, sail, keel melt, and consolidation using Equations 3–5. We used the estimate of snow depth from DTC26 and sail melt from T61 temperature profiles. For the consolidated layer thickness, we used the estimate from T61, normalized to fit the average initial (1.7 m) and final (3.9 m) consolidated layer draft measured from drilling. For keel melt, we used estimates of ocean heat flux from IMBs, installed in level ice and normalized to fit the average initial keel depth of 5.6 m, and the keel melt calculated from the hydrostatic equilibrium. The estimated sail melt at the T61 site corresponded to a draft decrease of 0.37 m, the consolidation contributed to a draft decrease of 0.14 m, and the total snow melt gives a 0.02 m draft increase. These estimates mean that consolidation and snow and sail melt were responsible for 0.49 m of the 0.9 m of average draft decrease measured by the end of July. The remaining draft decrease corresponded to the keel melt of 0.33 m by July 26. For comparison, the estimated bottom melt of level FYI at the T66 site was 0.27 m for the same period.

The results of the hydrostatic equilibrium corrected the estimate of the average total consolidation from 2.2 m to 2.8 m due to the lift of the consolidated layer relative to the waterline. This estimate of consolidated layer growth is in good agreement with that from T61, confirming that the site is likely representative for Alii’s Ridge. The estimate of the sail height from the hydrostatic equilibrium of 0.64 m agrees with the manually measured sail height of 0.65 m at the T61 site in July. The value of 0.33 m for the total keel melt estimated from the hydrostatic equilibrium equals the measurement of total keel melt from DTC26 using heating temperatures (Figure 5b).

![Figure 5](image_url)

**Figure 5. Ridge interface thickness and draft evolution.** (a) Evolution of interfaces of snow, sail, consolidated layer, and rubble estimated using hydrostatic equilibrium for the average morphology of Alli’s Ridge. The interfaces relative to the initial waterline are shown as solid lines and interface drafts (relative to current waterline) are shown as dotted lines. (b) Contour plot of the temperature change after heating, with estimated interfaces of snow, sail, consolidated layer, and rubble for the ice mass balance buoy DTC26.

The values of ridge macroporosity usually have large variability depending on measuring technique (Høyland, 2002) and location within the ridge (Kharitonov, 2008). For the macroporosity range from 15% to 44%, the estimates of the total keel melt from the hydrostatic equilibrium balance have less than 1% difference, indicating its small sensitivity to the macroporosity values.

**Ridge thermodynamics**

**Ocean heat flux and keel melt**

We used DTC26, installed at the southern flank of Alii’s Ridge, to measure keel melt and to estimate the corresponding ocean heat flux using Equation 2. Until the beginning of June, keel melt was small, less than the IMB’s vertical resolution of 2 cm. From the beginning of June to July 26 the keel was gradually melting with a total melt of 0.33 m and a corresponding average ocean heat flux of 19 W m

2 (assuming zero ridge macroporosity). For the same period, the ocean heat flux for level ice calculated as the difference between conductive and latent heat fluxes estimated from IMB measurements had an average value of 20 W m⁻² (Figure 6b). The ridge at the DTC26 site consisted of a consolidated layer, a large 1.8 m deep void, and a 1.6 m thick ice block below (Figure 5b). All three ice-water interfaces, at each side of the void and at the bottom of the lowest ice block, experienced similar melt during June and July, making the total ice thickness loss 0.87 m, equivalent to an ocean heat flux of 47 W m⁻². The total melt of the consolidated layer at the DTC26 site was 0.32 m, almost identical to the keel melt. This agrees well with the observations by Shestov and Marchenko (2014) of comparable ocean current velocities under level ice and inside large voids in a ridge keel. These observations give insight into the process of ridge keel melt, explaining the faster total melt similar to level ice melt rates for each ice-water interface. Such high internal keel melt at a ridge flank agrees with melt estimates for another ice ridge investigated during the melt period of MOSAiC (Salganik et al., 2022), where melt rates at both ridge flanks and central parts of the ridge were measured. Based on this comparison we assume that at Alli’s Ridge the middle parts were also melting more slowly than the flanks (Salganik et al., 2022). These measurements of keel melt are important for the potential sources of meltwater for summer consolidation, which can be located above the keel bottom interface.

From February 5 to April 22 the estimated keel melt at Fort Ridge from T60 heating measurements with a keel depth of 8.5 m was 0.12 m, while for the same period the estimated keel melt at Alli’s Ridge from the hydrostatic equilibrium was only 0.04 m. This difference indicates that Alli’s Ridge had lower keel melt than some other ridges, including Fort Ridge and Jaridge, investigated during MOSAiC using underwater sonar (Salganik et al., 2022). This lower melt may be related to the relatively shallow and wide keel of Alli’s Ridge and the potential sheltering by nearby ridges, located in the direction of the ice drift from Alli’s Ridge (Figure 1a).

**Conductive and latent heat fluxes**

Here we analyze the thermodynamics of Alli’s Ridge by calculating heat fluxes, related to the ridge consolidation and potential sources of slush and meltwater. Using (1), we calculated conductive heat fluxes for both IMBs installed in the ridge, obtaining average values of 6.1 W m⁻² for T61 and 5.2 W m⁻² for DTC26. Salganik et al. (2021) showed that the maximum difference in the conductive heat flux inside nearby ridge blocks and voids is limited by 15% for 50 cm thick blocks. To minimize the potential errors from the presence of horizontal conductive heat fluxes, we used temperature measurements from a depth of 0.8–1.0 m above the areas with inhomogeneous consolidation. During the winter mode of ridge consolidation, the heat from the interface of sea ice and seawater was transferred by thermal conduction via the consolidated layer, sail, and snow layers to the atmosphere. This heat transfer is balanced by the phase change at the ice-water interface or latent heat of solidification. Assuming a ridge macroporosity in the wide range of 30–50%, there is good agreement between conductive and latent heat fluxes at T61 before April 19 (Figure 6a). For T61, a rubble macroporosity of 43% gives equal latent and conductive heat for that period, while for the DTC26, such balance is achieved with a macroporosity of 46%.
Figure 6. Heat fluxes for Alli’s Ridge from ice mass balance buoys. Estimates of latent (blue lines), snow refreeze (red lines), conductive (yellow lines) and keel refreeze (purple lines) heat fluxes at Alli’s Ridge from ice mass balance buoys (a) T61 and (b) DTC26. Grey-shaded areas represent the period of rapid ridge consolidation.

During springtime, between April 19 and June 22, there was a substantial increase of the latent heat flux without a corresponding increase of conductive heat flux (Figure 6a). During that period, the average latent heat flux was 34 to 56 W m\(^{-2}\), 12–19 times higher than the conductive heat flux given a ridge macroporosity of 30–50%. The corresponding ridge macroporosity for the balance of the two heat fluxes is 3%. This low percentage can be explained by the transfer of snow slush into ridge voids and by the direct heat transfer from the slush (slush consolidation) or low-salinity meltwater to the seawater, which allows the creation of new ice without transferring heat to the atmosphere (meltwater consolidation). From April 10 to 25 at T61, there was a sudden decrease of rubble temperatures by 0.2–0.4°C at the depth of 1.6–3.2 m with a final depth of the consolidated layer by the end of July of 3.8 m, suggesting that over 70% of rapid consolidation was initiated during this period of rubble cooling (Figure 7b). These sudden temperature changes in spring may be explained by a rapid transfer of slush to the keel rubble and corresponding negative heat release associated with the dissolution of snow slush by seawater. This heat release can also explain the further freezing due to a strong decrease of macroporosity, which was identified by ice temperatures approaching a linear vertical profile with a delay after the initial temperature decrease of 0.2–0.4°C (Figure 2b).

Figure 7. Location of ridges and leads during warming event in April and rubble cooling. (a) Location of Alli’s Ridge, Fort Ridge, Lead A, T66 and T62 buoys within the Central Observatory outline on July 1 (black-dashed line) with the background of the aerial image of the ice floe from April 23. The polar histogram shows the frequency of ice drift direction in relation to the displayed ice floe orientation during April 15–23. (b) Vertical ridge temperature profiles from T61 before and after the warming event in April. Grey-shaded area represents the region of rapid cooling of ice rubble.

The sources of the slush and meltwater, which allowed the ridges to consolidate in spring and summer, include slush, keel melt, and surface ice and snow melt. Assuming that all of the local snow loss was transferred into the ridge keel and refrozen into the consolidated layer, we estimated the heat required for the snow or slush to refreeze (Figure 6a). For the local snow accumulations above the ridge at T61, the total snow loss of 0.68 m, which mostly occurred after the middle of May, can contribute to around 0.9 m of the consolidation or 40–45% of the rapid ridge consolidation for the rubble macroporosity of 29%. The keel melt for Alli’s Ridge was estimated at 0.33 m, while the rapid increase of the consolidated layer was 2.1 m. Considering ridge macroporosity of 29%, the keel melt can contribute to 0.8 m of the consolidated layer, or around 40% of rapid consolidation. Meanwhile, the heat fluxes, related to the meltwater production from snowmelt and keel melt, were increasing only after mid-May, and cannot balance the ridge consolidation from mid-April to mid-May (Figure 6b).

Based on our depth estimate for rapid ridge consolidation of 2.1 m, the average final ridge thickness of 5.2 m and the average rubble macroporosity of 29%, we find that 12% of the total ridge volume in July
was associated with the rapid consolidation mode, possibly associated with slush and meltwater. Meanwhile, Lange et al. (in press) estimated the contribution of snowmelt for Alli’s Ridge as 8 ± 4% (n = 117) of the total ridge ice mass with a snow depth equivalent of 1.3 m. This contribution suggests that our estimates of the rapid consolidation mode are within the limits of the refrozen snowmelt volume estimates based on isotope analysis from Lange et al. (in press). The difference of the mass fraction of ice associated with snow of 8% (Lange et al., in press) relative to the total mass fraction of rapid consolidation of 12% (this study) is similar to the thickness of the rapidly cooled ice during the April 15–21 warming event (1.6 m) relative to the total thickness related to rapid consolidation (2.1 m). The isotope analysis of refrozen leads by Clemens-Sewall et al. (2023) suggested substantial snow transfer into open water during the lead opening and snow redistribution event on April 19–20.

Apparent mechanisms of ridge consolidation

The initial one third of the total consolidation occurred in winter due to heat transfer from the seawater through the ice and snow to the atmosphere. Sea-ice ridges are usually consolidating up to two times faster than surrounding level ice because only the ridge void volume (defined by its macroporosity) needs to be frozen during this process. The ratio of consolidated layer thickness $h_c$ and level ice growth $\Delta h_l$ was described as a function of ridge macroporosity being equal to $\eta^{-0.5}$ by Leppäranta and Hakala (1992). This estimate is based on the heat balance between conductive and latent heat fluxes during atmospheric cooling. In most field observations, the level ice growth $\Delta h_l$ is substituted by the total level ice thickness $h_l$, which implies equal initial thickness for ridge and level ice. The $h_c/h_l$ ratio is usually increasing in time approaching a value of 1.6–1.8 (Salganik et al., 2020) based on field measurements from ice drilling by Leppäranta et al. (1995), Blanchet (1998) and Hoyland (2002). Using thermal drilling, Kharitonov (2008) found the $h_c/h_l$ ratio equal to 0.8–1.6 for ridges with a keel macroporosity of 10–30%. The simplified $h_c/\Delta h_l$ ratio by Leppäranta and Hakala (1992) includes a number of assumptions, including similar snow depth for level ice and for ridges, which is not realistic (Liston et al., 2018; Itkin et al., 2023). Despite the aforementioned differences between level ice and ridges, we estimated the $h_c/\Delta h_l$ ratio for Alli’s Ridge as 1.4 from February 5 to April 19, which then increased linearly to 6.8 at the onset of FYI bottom melt on May 29. The observed difference in growth rates of ridge and level ice before April 19 corresponds to a ridge macroporosity of 54%, while the values for May 29 correspond to a macroporosity of just 5%. The $h_c/h_l$ ratio was 1.1 before April 19, increased to 2.2 on May 29 and reached 3.1 on July 27. Meanwhile, using a simplified model from Leppäranta and Hakala (1992), the estimate of the $h_c/h_l$ ratio based on the measured macroporosity of 29–46% is only 1.5–1.9. This estimate indicates that Alli’s Ridge was consolidating relatively slowly before April 19 (likely due to 3-times-thicker snow than for level ice), while the total consolidation rates after summer were approximately 2-times higher than in previous studies.

We showed that nearly two-thirds of the total consolidated layer growth was related to an abrupt increase in rates of consolidation, despite no change in conductive heat fluxes to the atmosphere. The beginning of rapid consolidation in mid-April coincided with a period of high winds and air temperatures (Rinke et al., 2021) and with lead formation and dynamics at the MOSAiC Central Observatory. We surmise that rapid consolidation associated with potential strong decrease of ridge macroporosity (from 29–46% to 3%) was related to the transfer of snow through open leads (Clemens-Sewall et al., 2023) to the ridge keel rubble. During the April 23 warming event, Alli’s Ridge was located within 0.4 km of a continuous 20 m wide lead (Figure 7a). Clemens-Sewall et al. (2023) reported that significant snow loss into leads occurred on April 19–20, corresponding to 6–10% of annual snow precipitation. Due to high air temperatures reaching −2°C, this lead remained open for 2 days. At the same time the estimated lead fractions of 0.02 and 0.03 within 1 km and 50 km, respectively, around Polarstern indicate the presence of other leads in the vicinity of Alli’s Ridge. After the lead refreezing, Clemens-Sewall et al. (2023) estimated by isotope analysis the snow contribution as 68% of total lead ice volume. The snow water equivalent was 35 cm, which was equivalent to 65–100% of the precipitation during the lead opening. From previous observations, isotope analysis for level ice showed that formation of snow-ice via slush refreezing can decrease isotope composition with 4% of snow mass fraction for first-year ice (Lange et al., 2021). In this study, we show that the meltwater-related rapid consolidation of Alli’s Ridge started at the same time as snow transfer into open leads, supporting the significance of snow contribution for the ridge consolidation.
However, this period is also related to when the MOSAiC floe drifted into more Atlantic-influenced waters, and the ocean surface salinity increased and temperatures decreased (Rabe et al., 2022). Whether these changes also affected the speed of consolidation we cannot deduce from the available observations. A potential effect exists if lower-salinity seawater were to be trapped in the keel cavities and only slowly replaced by saltier and colder ambient seawater. However, because the seawater temperature only changed by about 0.1°C this potential effect would not have contributed to the described rapid consolidation.

The third mechanism of consolidation is related to the refreezing of meltwater from snow, sail and keel melt transferred to the keel rubble. This mechanism was observed much later in the season in July at the peak of the surface melt, when another ridge (Jaridge) was studied through coring and the stable oxygen isotopic properties of ice cores (Lange et al., in press). Lange et al. (in press) estimated the contribution of snowmelt as 8 ± 4% of the total ridge ice mass with a snow depth equivalent of 1.3 m. This finding supports the hypothesis that the rapid mode of consolidation is linked not only to keel melt but also to snowmelt.

![Figure 8. Mechanisms of ridge consolidation.](image)

Schematic of different consolidation mechanisms for first-year ridges observed during MOSAiC and associated heat fluxes resulting in consolidation. Each of the three illustrations represents a unit void in a sea-ice ridge, surrounded by two ice blocks. Blue-shaded areas are associated with sea ice grown via atmospheric cooling, grey-shaded areas are associated with snow and snow-slush, and cyan and dark-blue shaded areas are associated with fresher meltwater and refrozen meltwater. The red arrows represent the heat fluxes including the ocean heat flux (OHF), while the black arrows represent snow-slush mass transfer.

The model by Marchenko (2022) predicted full consolidation of a ridge with an initial consolidated layer of 2.0 m, macroporosity of 30%, and a keel depth of 10 m after 431 days. In his model, the summer consolidation of an ice ridge is proportional to the ocean heat flux, which was set to 20 W m⁻². The consolidation of a ridge with properties similar to Alli’s Ridge should take around 110 days to fully consolidate using the model from Marchenko (2022), while according to our observations it occurred in about 65 days. However, the ocean heat flux started to melt the keel at DTC26 only at the beginning of June, with an average ocean heat flux of 18 W m⁻² from June 4 to July 26. During this period, the consolidated layer grew from 3.5 to 3.9 m based on T61 measurements, indicating that keel melt contribution likely had at maximum a contribution of about 15% to the total ridge consolidation of 2.8 m. This limited contribution indicates that the refreezing of keel melt was not the mechanism that contributed to the rapid consolidation of Alli’s Ridge in April–May.

The sea-ice salinity measurements provide additional evidence of the high importance of snow for the consolidation of Alli’s Ridge. The salinity of a sea-ice ridge is usually similar to the salinity of surrounding level ice (Shafrova and Høyland, 2008; Salganik et al., 2021). For Alli’s Ridge we measured a bulk salinity of 2.3 and a salinity at 3.2–5.0 m depth of 1.5 in June (Figure 2a). The ridge
was formed from lead ice with a bulk salinity of 4.8 and SYI with a bulk salinity of 2.1 measured in February and January (Salganik et al., 2023).

By describing several mechanisms of ridge consolidation, this study has expanded the number of factors that need to be considered for ridge consolidation. For atmospheric consolidation, ridge macroporosity and snow depth distribution have already been described as the key factors (Salganik et al., 2021). For snow-slush consolidation, the presence of open leads defined by air temperatures during spring season is important, while the amount of drifted snow into leads depends largely on wind speed. For meltwater consolidation, studying turbulence around ridge keels is important, as turbulence defines both ridge melt rates and influences the presence of meltwater inside ridge keel voids. The fraction of ridges that experience snow-slush or meltwater consolidation is not yet known, but the improvement in measurement techniques such as ice mass balance buoys and electromagnetic induction sounding may give such estimates in the future. On the other hand, ridges can be sinks of surface meltwater, thus gaining ice mass at a time of the year when the ice is otherwise melting, which in turn can slow their melt due to lower macroporosity. Whether any of these processes need to be represented in sea ice models needs to be examined; given the large fraction of ice volume that resides in these ice formations, their correct representation is likely important for accurate projections of future Arctic sea ice.

Conclusions
In this study, we examined the evolution of the morphology of a first-year Arctic sea-ice ridge from formation in winter to advanced melt in summer. We have identified and described three different mechanisms of ridge consolidation (congelation, snow-slush, and meltwater) and also described them in their seasonal context.

During winter, consolidation is characterized by ice growth due to heat transfer from seawater through the ice and snow to the cold atmosphere as a heat sink. This heat transfer typically increases the consolidated layer thickness to about double the level ice thickness. The summer melt mode is represented by ice growth due to refreezing of low-salinity surface, snow, and keel meltwater in ridge keel voids. Unlike level ice, ridge rubble is isothermal and melts at any substantial ocean heat flux, which provides a source of low-salinity meltwater (in addition to surface snow and ice melt), contributing to ridge consolidation in summer, while the interior of the keel provides a heat sink to support ice formation from low-salinity meltwater when it meets rubble that is below its salinity-determined freezing point.

To our surprise, we observed very rapid consolidation at a time of year when conductive heat fluxes did not increase, nor was meltwater present based on the observations available. This change in consolidation was initiated at the time of a synoptic event of a few days duration with high winds, high air temperatures, ice deformation and the formation of leads. Clemens-Sewall et al. (2023) showed that large amounts of recently precipitated snow (65–100%) were blown into open leads in that short period; we surmise that part of this snow could have entered the ridge keel from an adjacent lead. This is supported by the sudden temperature decrease (0.2–0.4°C) of the ridge rubble at a depth of 1.6–3.2 m during the event. Incorporation of snow into the ridge keel is supported by strongly negative stable oxygen isotopic signatures (8% snow volume fraction equivalent) in an ice core collected from the same ridge (Lange et al., in press). The observed conductive heat fluxes can support such rapid consolidated layer growth only with lower macroporosity which could have been generated with snow-slush.

We have also shown that rapid consolidation occurs primarily in the interior of ridge keels, while ridge flanks are not experiencing slush or meltwater refreezing and only appear to consolidate in winter. At the same time the macroporosity of the interior of the ridge keel decreased substantially, while the flanks still retained some macroporosity. While Lange et al. (in press) assumed that snow melt had caused the incorporation of snow meltwater into the ridge keel, we have surmised here instead that the timing of the sea-ice deformation events and the atmospheric conditions suggest that snow-slush from leads are the primary source for ridge consolidation.

Our analysis has also revealed that the change of keel draft and the bottom melt of the keel may lag in time substantially. An examination of the evolution of the hydrostatic balance showed that in our case the measured draft change of 0.9 m was accompanied with a bottom keel melt of only 0.3 m. The
remaining change was due to consolidation and surface melt that changed the buoyancy of the ridge. Summer ridge consolidation is, in addition to transient formation of false bottoms (Smith et al., 2022), an overlooked mechanism of ice formation at a time of year when the ice pack is otherwise melting; this term should thus be considered when meltwater budgets are concerned. The rather rapid consolidation of the void space also has repercussions for biota that may take refuge in the ridge keel cavities (Gradinger et al., 2010; Fernández-Méndez et al., 2018). Given the lack of comprehensive observations of sea-ice ridges, further emphasis should be given to better understand the different mechanisms of consolidation with better temporal coverage of ridge morphology evolution and their links to ridges as a habitat. A valid question is whether any of these processes, given the large volume fraction of deformed ice, need to be better represented in models to improve Arctic sea-ice forecasts.
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Supplemental material

Figure S1. Location of drilling transects at Alli’s Ridge. (a) Location of ice mass balance buoys T61 and DTC26, ice drilling transects and ice coring with the background of the aerial image of the ice floe from July 7, and (b) DTC26 and T61 buoys on 25 June (b).
Figure S2. IMB sites. Photos of (a) the T61 and (b) DTC26 buoys during their installation on February 5.

Figure S3. Alli’s Ridge morphology for (a) Western and (b) Eastern transect. Depth of sail, consolidated layer, and ridge keel for summer season along a section across the Alli’s Ridge for the Western and Eastern transect.